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IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, LAKHIMPUR,
NORTH LAKHIMPUR, ASSAM

Present:  Shri Narayan Kuri, AJS,
           Chief Judicial Magistrate,
           Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur, Assam

G.R. 3282/2017
U/s 447/504/323, IPC

State of Assam

-Vs-

   Sri Jitu Nath
   S/O: Late Konlora Nath
   R/O: Bahpati Nath Gaon
   P.S: Panigaon
   District: Lakhimpur, Assam

                                 ………Accused person

Date of offence explanation : 12.10.2018

Date of recording evidence : 06.04.2019, 30.04.2019

Date of statement recorded u/s 313, Cr.P.C : 13.05.2019

Date of argument : 31.05.2019

Date of judgment : 31.05.2019

Advocates appeared in the case:-

Mr. Prasanta Dutta, Addl. P.P., for the State

Mr. Basanta Kr. Nath, Advocate, for the accused person

J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1. The prosecution case, in brief, is that on 09.11.2017 informant

Sri  Diganta  Nath  has  lodged  an  FIR  with  the  Officer-in-charge  of

Panigaon Police Station alleging that at about 7:30 PM on 07.11.2017

his younger brother Sri Budhin Nath was singing a song in his courtyard

and at  that  time,  accused  person  Sri  Jitu  Nath  entered  inside  their

house  compound  and  started  uttering  unparliamentary  words  and

pelted stone to Smti. Krishna Nath (wife of Sri Budhin Nath) which hit

her  face  causing grievous  injury  to  her.  Thereafter,  accused  Sri  Jitu
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Nath on being incited by accused Sri Raju Nath, inflicted injuries on

different parts of the body of Sri Budhin Nath by assaulting as well as

biting and scratching him. Hence, the case.

2. The Officer-in-charge of Panigaon Police Station, on receipt of the

ejahar, registered a case vide Panigaon P.S. Case No. 67/2017 under

section  447/504/325/326/34  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  and  got  the

investigation into the case commenced. The investigating officer, after

completing  the  investigation,  submitted  charge-sheet  under  section

447/504/323 of the Indian Penal Code against accused Sri Jitu Nath to

stand trial in the Court. The FIR-named accused Sri Raju Nath was not

sent up for trial. 

3. On receipt of the charge-sheet, cognizance of the offence under

section 447/504/323 of the Indian Penal Code was taken as per section

190(1)(b), Cr.P.C. The accused person entered his appearance before

this Court after receiving the summons. Copies were furnished to the

accused person as per provision contained in section 207, Cr.P.C. The

particulars  of  the  offence  under  section  447/504/323  of  the  Indian

Penal Code were explained to the accused person to which he pleaded

not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

Points for determination

4. The  points  which  are  required  to  be  determined  for  a  just

decision of this case are as follows:

(a) Whether the accused person, at about 7:30 PM, on 07.11.2017, at

village Bahpati Nath Gaon, under Panigaon Police Station, committed

criminal trespass by entering into the house compound of informant Sri

Diganta Nath, and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 447,

IPC ?

(b) Whether the accused person, at about 7:30 PM, on 07.11.2017, at

village Bahpati Nath Gaon, under Panigaon Police Station, intentionally

insulted and thereby gave provocation to Sri  Budhin Nath and Smti.
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Krishna  Nath  intending  (or  knowing  it  to  be  likely)  that  such

provocation would cause him to break the public peace, and thereby

committed an offence punishable u/s 504, IPC ?

(c) Whether the accused person, at about 7:30 PM, on 07.11.2017, at

village Bahpati Nath Gaon, under Panigaon Police Station, voluntarily

caused hurt to Sri Budhin Nath and Smti. Krishna Nath, and thereby

committed an offence punishable u/s 323, IPC ?

5. During  the  trial  the  Prosecution  side  examined  5  (four)

witnessed, namely, Sri Budhin Nath (PW-1), Smti. Krishna Nath (PW-2),

Sri Diganta Nath (PW-3), Smti. Junmoni Nath (PW-4) and ASI Sati Ram

Gayary  (PW-5).  After  the  closure  of  the  prosecution  evidence  the

accused person was examined under section 313, Cr.P.C. wherein he

denied the incriminating materials put to him from the evidence of the

witnesses and declined to adduce evidence in his defence.  Both the

sides advanced their respective arguments in this case.

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

6. At the very outset it is essential to have a brief resume of the

version  of  the  witnesses  in  order  to  marshal  the  evidence  in  right

perspective in tandem with the points for discussion.

7. PW-1 Sri Budhin Nath, the victim, has stated that the occurrence

took place in the year 2017, at about 7:30 PM, in their house. At that

time, he was present in their house. He along with his wife Krishna

Nath while discussing about some household matter the accused came

there and interfered them for which an altercation took place between

her and the accused which was followed by a little bit of rough-and-

tumble and in the process he fell down and sustained injury. When his

wife approach to separate him from the accused in that process she

also fell down and sustained simple injury. Thereafter, out of anger, his

elder  brother  lodged  an  ejahar  against  the  accused  person.  Police

came to the place of occurrence and sent him and his wife to Panigaon

Medical for medical treatment. In his cross-examination, he has stated
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that the accused person did not assault them and they sustained injury

by  falling  themselves.  At  present,  they  have  amicably  settled  their

dispute and as such he does not have any objection if  the accused

person is acquitted from this case.

8. PW-2 Smti.  Krishna Nath,  another  victim,  has  stated  that  the

occurrence took place in the year 2017, in between 6:00 PM to 7:00

PM, in their courtyard. At that time, she was present in their house. She

along with her husband Budhin Nath while discussing about household

matter  the  accused  came  there  and  interfered  them  for  which  an

altercation  took  place  between  her  husband  on  one  side  and  the

accused on the other side which was followed by a little bit of rough-

and-tumble between them and in the process her husband fell down

and sustained injury. When she wanted to separate her husband from

the accused in that process she also fell down and sustained simple

injury.  Thereafter,  out  of  anger,  her  'borjona'  (elder  brother  of  her

husband) Diganta Nath lodged an ejahar against the accused person.

Police came to the place of occurrence and sent her and her husband

to  the  Panigaon  Medical  for  medical  treatment. In  her  cross-

examination, she has stated that the accused person did not assault

them and they sustained injury by falling themselves. At present, they

have amicably settled their dispute and as such she does not have any

objection if the accused person is acquitted from this case. 

9. PW-3 Sri Dignata Nath, informant, has stated that the occurrence

took place in the year 2017, at about 7:00 PM, in their house. At that

time, he was not present in their house. He was in the village Nam-

Ghar. His younger brother called him over phone and accordingly, he

came to his house and came to know that an altercation had taken

place  between  his  younger  brother  and  the  accused  which  was

followed by a rough-and-tumble and in the process his younger brother

fell  down  and  sustained  simple  injury  and  his  sister-in-law  also

sustained injury when she approached to separate his younger brother

from  the  accused  person  and  out  of  anger,  he  went  to  the  police

station  and lodged and ejahar.  Police  sent  his  younger brother  and
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sister-in-law  to  Panigaon  Medical  for  their  treatment.  In  his  cross-

examination, he has stated that he did not witness the occurrence and

as such he does not know anything about the occurrence. The ejahar

was written by somebody else and as such he does not know what is

written in the ejahar. The accused person did not assault his younger

brother and his sister-in-law and they sustained injury by themselves

by falling. At present, they have amicably settled their dispute and as

such he does not have any objection if the accused person is acquitted

from this case.

10. PW-4 Smti.  Junmoni Nath, an independent witness,  has stated

that the occurrence took place in the year 2017, at about 7:00 PM, in

the house of Budhin Nath. At that time, she was present in her house.

Hearing hue and cry, she came out of her house but she did not see

the occurrence. Thereafter, police came to the place of occurrence and

the police sent Budhin Nath and Krishna Nath to Panigaon Hospital. In

her  cross-examination,  she has stated that  she did  not  witness the

occurrence  and  as  such  she  does  not  know  anything  about  the

occurrence.

11. PW-5 ASI Sati Ram Gayary, Investigating Officer, has stated that

during the course of his investigation he examined the informant at the

police  station  and  recorded  his  statement,  sent  the  victims  Budhin

Nath and Krishna Nath to Panigaon PHC for their medical treatment,

visited the place of occurrence and prepared a sketch map of the place

of occurrence, examined the witnesses found at and around the place

of occurrence and recorded their statements, thereafter the accused

person surrendered before the police outpost and after interrogation he

arrested the accused and released him on bail, collected the medical

examination reports and on completion of his preliminary investigation,

he handed over the case diary to the O/C of Panigaon Police Station. He

further stated that thereafter, SI Muhidhar Taye investigated the case

and on completion of investigation he submitted charge sheet against

accused Sri Jitu Nath under section 447/504/323 of the Indian Penal

Code. Ext-2 is the sketch map and Ext-3 is the charge-sheet.          
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12. What comes out from the evidence adduced on record is that the

informant, victims and the accused person are neighbours and on the

day of  occurrence when both the victims were having discussion in

their house owing to some household issue, at that time, the accused

came there  and interfered  with  them for  which  an  altercation  took

place  between them which  was  followed by  pushing  and  pulling  in

which  the  victims  fell  down  and  sustained  injury  and  when  the

informant came to know about the said fact out of anger he lodged an

ejahar at the police station. So, it is clear from the evidence on record

that except altercation nothing else had happened. Furthermore, the

victims have stated in their cross-examination that the accused person

did not assault them and they sustained injury by falling themselves

and they have amicably settled their dispute with the accused and as

such they do not have any objection if the accused person is released

from this case.  Hence, it is apparent that there is no evidence in this

case to the effect that the accused person committed criminal trespass

by entering into the house compound of the informant or intentionally

insulted  and  thereby  gave  provocation  to  the  victims  intending  (or

knowing it to be likely) that such provocation would cause the accused

to break the public peace or voluntarily caused hurt to the victims as

alleged.

13. In the result, I am convinced that the prosecution has miserably

failed to bring home the accusations under section 447/504/323 of the

Indian Penal Code against the accused person.

O R D E R

14. In  view  of  the  discussion  made  above,  the  points  for

determination are decided against the prosecution and accused Sri Jitu

Nath is acquitted of the accusations under section 447/504/323 of the

Indian Penal Code. Consequently, the accused person is set at liberty

forthwith. The bail-bond of the accused person stands cancelled and

surety stands discharged.
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15. Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this the 31st

day of May, 2019.  

              

  (Shri Narayan Kuri)
         Chief Judicial Magistrate,
      Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur

Dictated & corrected by me-

  (Shri Narayan Kuri)
 Chief Judicial Magistrate,                       
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur  

                                                   Contd. …… Appendix
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A  P  P  E  N  D  I  X

WITNESSES FROM THE PROSECUTION SIDE

Sri Budhin Nath (PW-1)

Smti. Krishna Nath (PW-2)

Sri Diganta Nath (PW-3)

Smti. Junmoni Nath (PW-4)

ASI Sati Ram Gayary (PW-5)

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS

Ejahar (Ext-1)

Ext- 2 (Sketch-map) 

Ext-3 (Charge-sheet)

WITNESSES FROM THE DEFENCE SIDE

Nil 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS

Nil    

                    (Shri Narayan Kuri)
                  Chief Judicial Magistrate,

                Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur

Transcribed & types by-
Sri Narayan Chetri, Stenographer
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